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About This Game

The logic puzzle that requires attention and a creative approach to meet the challenges.

The object of the game is to create a logical coherence by combining the elements. Depending on the gradually increasing
difficulty of the tasks, the number of elements and the complexity of the coherence is rising.

Working on the microcircuits doesn’t come easy for every engineer. And this is the work the player has to assume.

A young engineer named Adam, who’s working in the silicon industry, will induct you into the work. At the early stages, you
will need his support and advice. But later you, as a player, will have to take everything into your own hands and to solve the

most complex and atypical tasks.
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Stick with the most recent releases, trivia games don't age well.. I like this game.
It's cute, and hand drawn animation is hard to do - it's done rather well here.
I love the rough aesthetic.

The controls are kinds weird, just think Tony Hawk - That's a good jumping-off point.
You have various movestyles - if you just tap a button to the beat ( the meter on the top of the screen shows you the beat )
you can hold a direction and tap, you can hold two buttons and do a "freeze" move
you can rotate the analogue stick with a button and various other conditons for power moves, it's a neat little system.
They also throw in little pauses where you have to hit the X boxes to the rhythm, and then do some badass poses afterwards by
pressing the buttons.

I can't stress enough how much fun this is to mess aorund in, and once you get a flow - you're gonna have a real good time.

There's one other thing I didn't quite get at first; every once in awhile, you'll see a movetype in a blue speech bubble - with a
little white line tracing it to act as a timer. I didn';t get it at first, but those are audience requests - if you perform the trick or
moveset type, you get a FIRE bonus.

There's variety of categories to amount to your score totals, and there's a variety of bboys and girls to choose from , each with
their own take on moves, and different styles and strengths.

as deep as it is, it is equally calm and low-key about just having fun. You don't seem to lose if you " do bad "
this isn't Parappa the Rapper - so just jump in, bust-a-move and get down on the floor =p. This is not a good game. It is an
excuse to waste time and incessantly click your mouse, to put it generously. What's more, the only way to succeed at the game is
to play it over and over again -- not to practice, but rather to increase the yield of each click. Your time is better spent
elsewhere.. I wanted to try the game but i guess it had day 1 issues, said i would try it again later. An hour later I found out it
was somehow running in the background of my computer and had to go to task manager to close it....... what game does that???.
In march of 2018 I made a review saying how broken this game was, after  nine months the game has finally been fixed.
Nine. Months. While this is a  decent game for the its price, I wouldn't recommend; the developer\/s don't answer questions
asked, don't respond to meesages and overall the game is very, very confusing. It has no story, and teaches you very little
about how to play and to top that off the movement feels very broken, pressing shift sends you flying acroos the levels and
walking makes you acclerate over jumps making the game very hard to play.

 Overall don't get this game, save your money for a CS:GO skin or a better game. . An amazing enthralling story that can be
played over and over and over and over ......... (where was I, ow ya) again.
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But in all honesty, I can't recommend this game enough and also you could probably run it on a toaster so there's that.. This
game is one that is just so good I don't even have words. Buy it today, love it forever. This game is a step forward in one of
the most underated genres of music generated games. Preordered the day preorders opened, wasn't dissapointed after almost
8 months of waiting.. This game has successfully re-ignited my urge to drink bleach.. Review based on the current beta build
at the time of this review.

A game that could have been better, the graphics aren't bad and the era is one not often seen in flight games. I had written
an initial "not recommended" review but retracted it when they released a beta patch adding a new flight model and some
other changes in order to give it a 2nd chance. However it must be said that there is still more wrong than right with this
game.

JET FLIGHT: You have two choices of which are flying like a car, or flying with a buggy "simulation" mode in which
aircraft controls don't function properly. For some examples: applying right rudder has 0 yaw effect and will roll your plane
over toward the left, or how banking can have little or no effect on turning.

HELO FLIGHT: Large improvement over pre-beta. Helicopter flight actually felt decent and the bindings were an
improvement from before. The main bother here is the dodge mechanic which lets the helo suddenly jerk left or right. It
doesn't look so bad in cockpit view but out of cockpit it looks ridiculous.

WEAPONS: Very auto-aim based, get in the general proximity with the sight and watch the bullets fly from your jet as if
they were coming from a turret in the nose. Missiles can be adjusted to varying degrees of accuracy, generally not an issue.
Bomb view is limited to straight flight when in simulation, no rudder control due to the bug for fine adjustments. Applying
rudder or banking will pull you out of bomber view. This game would strongly benefit from the option to use a mouse for the
door gunner while using a flightstick for the helicopter as well.

AI: Not much to say but if you control any aircraft during mission the AI will no longer function on that aircraft for the
remainder of said mission. (That aircraft will just keep flying straight.)

STORY: The story really had no draw to it, you hear the narration of some letters from the main pilot and to the main pilot
as well as the general briefing for missions but they lack any emotional draw and just didn't engage me as a player. On
another down note to story there is almost no radio chatter during missions to draw you into the story and it creates a very
hard separation between the missions and the cuts between them. What little chatter there is is comparable to the the movie
Sharknado and the cuts during missions feel just as dry and out of context as the cuts inbetween missions.

Overall the gameplay in simulation is undesireable due to the current bugs with no sign of developer feedback.
Unfortunately while arcade works better I have serious issues calling games with the "flying car" model of flight a flight
game in this day and age. Air Conflicts Vietnam is a game that has or had a lot of potential that just isn't coming through.
Is it redeemable, I'd say yes... however it will take more than I believe they are willing to do at this stage considering they
have mentioned work on an expansion. In its current state this game comes off as dry, repetitive, buggy, pretty much
uninteresting, and I just can't recommend it.
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Good game. Very similar to the original.. Recommend this game for any couch gaming. Grab a group of friends the more the
merrier and get riding. Any skill level can play. Which is great to get partners that haven't gamed much before to jump in on the
action and not feel overwhelmed.

Great fun can be had with the different map types.

7/10. Probably one of the worst "puzzle" game I have played in a long time.. Love this card game, use poker hands to defeat
your enemys, with plenty of spell cards and allies to aid you when things get difficult. Most enemies are easy to start off and you
think its a walk in the park but it soon cranks up the difficulty later on and you have to really think ahead and put good hands
together to win. If you like card games then this is worth a shot.. The game was quite good, but 1 was a lot better in many
respects.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. It seems I have the privilege of writing the first review for this new MegaMania
game, so alas, I'll make this one quick and snappy.

There are alot of Mega-Man clones out there, most of them are not worthy of being in your library. However, this may be the
first clone that truly delivers on what a blue-bomber inspired game should be. The gameplay in this game in based on the
original Mega-Man nes games so don't expect wall-jumps and such, but there is a slide button.

It's everything we wanted from Mighty No.9 but half the price. Great but simple 2D pixel graphics, a female protagonist, a
cliche story about saving a prince but with interesting characters and thankfully no awful voice-acting!

What this game excels at is the character designs, the enemies and their designs were meticuously created and you're not just
facing robots but also mutants. It's their subtle animations and their crazy weapons that make this game stand out. Truly a
marvel, you will feel like you are playing a new unique take on Megaman 2 when you play this game. Level design is creative
and fun while still keeping things familiar to fans of the games that inspired it. The sounds and sights take you to a new world to
discover but while doing so, tingling your nostalgic senses. We finally get to have our cake and eat it too.

If there's one thing I would complain about, it's that the controls could be a bit more tighter. They are super smooth but so
smooth that I found their response to be not as great as the NES classics.

TLDR:
The first clone to capture the true magic of the classic NES Megaman games and what made them so special. If you're looking
for a Megaman fix and have tried everything else, you should give this one a go because this is the only one that's done it right
so far - raising the bar and hopefully inspiring future MM clones to step up their game.

It's beautiful, brilliant and the main charater still has blue. It's a love letter to all of you who have suffered and felt betrayed by
Mighty No.9, this will renew your faith that classic shooter-platforming isn't dead. Let this game breathe life into your soul!.
Great action Great storyline Great Game 10/10. Bought this game because this company also made Solar Settlers, which is an
excellent game. This is close to unplayable though. Bad UI, hard to read text, some UI bugs, and overall poor feel.

OOPS, turns out it starts out at lowest resolution. Once I fixed that, it looked much better.

However, I didn't like the gameplay very much. Seems a bit too simple and boring. (Unlike Solar Settlers.). All Meme

This a big step in the wrong direction, the first game was fantastic with cheeky humor yet some solid advice in realistic
situations. Number 2 is one massive attempt at making twitch streamers laugh which at moments is funny but mostly this is a big
mess that doesnt do anything particular well.

I like the introduction of diversity and different ideas its just the way theyre excuted is awful. Firstly the actors were mostly
awful and I mean total♥♥♥♥♥♥ Are these people real actors or Richards friends I have no idea because its so bad it totally
breaks the immersion and makes you want to skip to the next one as soon as possible. The women in the game are especially bad
at acting unlike the first game.

Richard now has a co host thats comes across as a totally pointlessly addition to the game offering nothing but brain dead
common sense comments that help no one nor the game. Who is this♥♥♥♥♥♥cas I've never heard of her and she says the
same thing anyone off the street would, what a waste. Maybe it would have been better to have Richard for the male interations
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and a real female expert for the female interations.

Some of the senarios are god awful like the comedy show and the date in which its all in chinese, yep you heard right, what a
pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥ It would be more passable if it was part of a bigger game not just 10 chapters. I feel like the first game had
more diversty of answer where as 2 for example has so many♥♥♥♥♥♥jokes some times the same♥♥♥♥♥♥joke multiple
times in the same chapter, boring. The english used in a lot of the answers is very poor and often doesn't convey what actully
happens, some of the correct answers seemed total ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t also.

Overall Richard wastes his dating expertise on trying to take on the difficult job of becoming a comedy director something he
has no clue about. That makes the game uttlely painful at times and the actors are so♥♥♥♥♥♥they can't even save it with their
performances. This game is more Super Seducer : Twitch Edition not a real sequel to the 1st game and sadly it doesn't work.

Apparently they need feedback for 3, simply put make the game a seduction game 1st humour comes 2nd and consult people for
feedback about the common senarios people actully want not the ridiciolos mess youve made here that could have been avoided.
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